
Instructions for firmware upgrade of BigFoot 4G Camera 9/1/2019.
Our new App is available at iTunes Store or Google Play search: "Bigfoot Camera".

1.      Click Here to down load Latest Firmware (Zip File).
2.      Once you extract (unzip) the downloaded files, it contains the SPHOST.BRN file & SPHOST.CFG.                            
3.      Copy both files to the root directory of an empty SD card (32gb or less) to be inserted into camera.
3.      Make sure Camera Batteries are Fully Charged.  Don't change the file names.
4.      Insert new SD card with the both files into camera.

Remove old app from your phone 
then install the new app.

Write down the settings from your
old phone app including the camera 
phone number and your email

5.     Switch the camera to SETUP, the LCD screen will light up.
6.     Press M button to enter the Menu, enter Other --->FW Update--->Software--->Yes
7.     When you click Yes, you will see the screen shows "Update FW, please wait."
         Don't push any buttons durig this period and don't turn the power off.
8.      Camera will automatically shutdown and restart when FW update has finished.
          This should take around 2 minutes to complete.

App Notes: In addition to being able to change all settings of the Bigfoot Camera remotely, one of the biggest advantages of using 
the Bigfoot Camera App is its ability to send a picture whenever you request it.
In order for the "take a picture" app feature to work immediately the setting on the Bigfoot Camera has to be changed from "by 
trigger" to "all the time".  What this setting does is allows the Bigfoot Camera to always be listening for SMS (text) commands to be 
sent to it from the app.
This fantastic feature comes at the cost of depleting the batteries quicker.
We suggest purchasing our Bigfoot Solar charger to save replacing batteries.
If the "all the time" camera setting is not enabled the camera will only respond to an app request when the camera receives a motion 
trigger.  What this means is the first time a camera settings change is sent from the app to the camera it won't take 
effect until the first time the camera is triggered by motion.

The New app will now put the necessary "+31" in front of the camera phone number. You will need to
enter the other phone number digits found on your blue SimHero card or listed on your account at
My.SimHero.Com. The eleven digit camera phone number you enter will look like 97020763843

Note: After downloading the new app - make sure you select the correct type of camera you have when
setting up your camera on the app. Our 3G camera has one antenna and the 4G camera has two
antennas. You can put any name you want in the name your camera field. If your camera has a red
dot below the setup screen - you have the latest firmware already installed.

http://bigfootcamera.com/4G/4GUpdate.zip



